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DROPSHOT + JUMPSHOT
NAVIGATE TO:
What is Drop Shot And Jump Shot Mod?
How Do I Operate Drop Shot and Jump Shot Mod?
What Games Is Drop Shot And Jump Shot Mode Compatible With?

WHAT IS DROP SHOT AND JUMP SHOT MOD?
Drop Shot mod makes your soldier drop to the ground and shoot at the same time. This
maneuver makes it a lot harder for your enemy to shoot you.
Jump Shot will let you shoot and jump up in the air simultaneously.
The mod delivers a perfect combo useful in many gaming situations!

HOW DO I OPERATE DROP SHOT AND JUMP SHOT
MOD?
To activate:
Hold down mod switch on the back
Tap B button (in default button layout). One of the open LED’s will glow ORANGE
indicating that special feature has been activated.

To initiate a jump shot or a drop shot, just press the fire weapon button (Right Trigger in
default). Your soldier will jump or drop according to the mode you are currently in (see
below).

To scroll to the next mode:
Make sure this Mod is ON in order to change to the next modes
Hold down mod switch on the back
Hold down B button (in default button layout). A special LED (2,3 or 4) will start
blinking in ORANGE.When the desired mode is reached released buttons to stop
changing modes.

Default Modes:
Mode 1: Drop shot. Soldier drops automatically when you fire.
Mode 2: Drop shot. Soldier drops automatically when you fire, except if you are
scoping.
Mode 3: Jump shot. Soldier jumps automatically when you fire.
Mode 4: Jump shot. Soldier jumps automatically when you fire, except if you are

scoping.

To turn OFF:
Hold down mod switch on the back
Tap B button (in default button layout). A special LED (2,3 or 4) will turn OFF indicating
that this Mode has been turned OFF.

You can turn OFF all special modes (2,3 and 4 LEDs) at any time by holding down mod
switch on the back and tapping A button. All 2, 3 and 4 LEDs will turn off indicating that
all special features have been turned OFF.

WHAT GAMES IS DROP SHOT AND JUMP SHOT MODE
COMPATIBLE WITH?
Drop Shot And Jump Shot Modes are compatible with COD Infinite Warfare, Modern
Warfare Remastered, Black Ops 3, Advanced Warfare, Ghosts. Jump Shot Mode is
compatible with Destiny and Titanfall video games.

